Year 2 Homework Assignments – Autumn 1 2017
Choose which Homework Assignments you want to do.
Please aim to choose at least one task from each
section.
Less than 30 points = Bronze Certificate
30 points = Silver Certificate
More than 30 points = Gold Certificate
Complete all your Homework Assignments by 20th October 2017.

Homework Assignments

Points
Value

Creative
Draw a picture of your favourite out of school physical activity.
Design a poster about keeping healthy.
Using a shoebox, make a model of a hospital scene.
Find out three things about Florence Nightingale, Edith Cavell or Mary Seacole and
draw pictures of them.
Literacy
Write a poem about your favourite sport or favourite healthy food.
Can you think of the name of a type of food for every letter of the alphabet?
eg. a – apple b – bacon…. Make your own alphabet food booklet.
Write instructions for how to wash your hands or clean your teeth.
Write a recipe for your favourite healthy sandwich or dessert.
Write your own adventure story about the Oompa-Loompas from Charlie & the
Chocolate Factory. Where did they come from? What adventure do they go on?
How did they end up at the factory?
Maths
You have won £20 to spend on your favourite sport.
Write a list of what you would buy and how much it would cost. Remember to tell
us what your sport is! You could look in catalogues to find things to spend your
money on.
Complete tasks on Mathletics.
Make a pictogram of all the fruit and vegetables you have eaten in a week.
Make a tally of the number of hours you have spent sleeping in a week.
Can you show the results in a graph?
Look at 10 food packets or tins. List them and write down the weights shown on the
labels. Which is the heaviest and lightest?
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